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Once in a while a story comes along that resonates with the very essence of what we call
"humanity," and speaks to listeners of every age. The Deer Effect is that story - lauded for its artistic
touch, its tender tapping at emotion, and its mesmerizing ability to speak to the hearts of listeners
around the world. When his wife, Hannah, is found dead on the road near the carcass of a fawn,
Rod Demsey sets out on a journey to find her killer (with his dog who seems to be able to
communicate with spirits). His grief causes his faith to wither until an unexpected turn brings Rod
face-to-face with the only person who can tell him what really happened to his wife. The Deer Effect
is a story of loss, redemption, and forgiveness. From the author of Drowning - winner of the 2011
Forward National Literature Award for Drama, The Deer Effect will be a great listen for fans of Mitch
Albom, Garth Stein, and Frank Peretti.
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This is not my normal genre; however, after reading the description, The Deer Effect sounded
intriguing and I really wanted to listen to it. The story was very captivating and a refreshing change
from my normal genre's. It will not only speak to your heat but will leave you contemplating life, loss,
forgiveness, and letting go.***Spoilers***Rod and Hannah had a fight earlier and Hannah decides
she is going to walk their dog named Bobby. While she is in the process of getting ready to head
out, and is in the driveway, Rod calls out to her and let's her know he plans on moving out. She
does not react, but proceeds with walking dog.During the walk, two misguided motorcyclist ride by

and come close to hitting them; however, as she is walking, it appears a fawn was hit. She tries to
assist and starts checking over the fawn injuries when the motorcyclists circle back and hit her but
decide to leave the scene of the accident.When the accident is discovered, Hannah and the fawn
have passed and Rod comes to the scene of the accident after the dog comes home without
Hannah. While Hannah is being removed from the scene of the accident, her and the fawn are
aware and realize they will be together until their spirits leave earth. They also discover the dog is
the only one who can see them.As the days, weeks and months pass, Rod has to deal with his grief
and at times thinks he is going crazy as strange things happen. He starts to hear a buzzing in his
ears and sometimes thinks he hears someone talking. Then he notices the dog's behavior and how
the dog will act like he hears, interacts, and sees his late wife.
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